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Introduction:
There are collections of archaeological artifacts throughout all of the United States from
excavations that occurred after World War II. These collections aren’t in a museum, though; they
are gathering dust in attics. As these collections make their way back to museums through
generous donations, there is a new need for proper archiving of these artifacts so that they can be
properly utilized for educational purposes. Over the past four years I have been introduced into
the world of archaeology in the Northeast by many experienced individuals. Taking introductory
courses shaped my initial understanding of the field of archaeology, but only from the experience
of working in the field and with physical collections have I been able to see what the practice of
archaeology is. In October of 2013, I was approached by Dr. Curtiss Hoffman of Bridgewater
State University with the fantastic opportunity of archiving the Boats Site collection. Out of this
stemmed the research topic Dr. Hoffman and I developed into my senior honors thesis.
In April of 2014, the collection was trucked cross country by Mr. David DeMello,
director of the Robbins Museum of Archaeology, and Mr. Fred Robinson, vice president of the
Massachusetts Archaeological Society. The collection was being donated to the Robbins
Museum of Archaeology, the headquarters for the Massachusetts Archaeological Society, by the
family of the original excavator, Edward Rose. Rose, with a team of avocational archaeologists,
excavated the Boats Site for a total of 17 years from 1948 to 1965. When the collection finally
made its way back to Massachusetts, artifacts from more than just the Boats Site had augmented
it. Rose was a constant collector even after he had finished digging at the Boats Site. The
collection had been nearly doubled by the artifacts that Rose and his son had collected for over
50 years. Fred Robinson and I sat down before any archival work could be conducted, and
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separated out from the collection artifacts from the Boats Site and from other sites from around
the country.
At this point, I was able to complete a simple classification of the entire collection over
the summer of 2014 with the generous aid of an ATP Summer Grant supplied through the
Undergraduate Research Office at Bridgewater State University. This assisted me in creating a
research base for my final thesis. Beginning in the fall of 2014, I began a concise classification
of all the artifacts from the Boats Site alone, to determine any correlations between lithic type
and typology; as well as any correlations between this site and other archaeological sites that are
located within a two mile radius.

History of the Area:
In the Taunton River area, the first contact that
Native Americans had with Europeans was mostly with
Pilgrims of the original Plymouth colony around four

Figure 1-image of southeastern Massachusetts, with
location of Boats Site shown by blue tag

hundred years ago. The area of southeast New England is shown in figure 1. This is the source of
the first detailed writings about Native Americans in the Taunton River valley. From the journals
of William Wood, Edward and William Winslow, and Stephen
Hopkins, Helen Lane, the author of The History of Dighton,
Massachusetts (1962), was able to piece together the
interactions between Natives and the newly arrived Pilgrims. It
has been speculated that a plague ransacked many of the Native
Figure 2-image of the location of the
Boats Site on the Taunton River

villages and farm lands along the Taunton River from 1617-
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1618, which left a lot of open area for the new colonies to settle into. (Lane: 1962; Plymouth
Archaeology Project; Sassaman: 2010)
Lane found in the writing of both Winslows that there was a footpath that ran from the
campsite at Titicut in Bridgewater all the way down to Mount Hope Bay where Massasoit’s
summer home was supposedly located. This footpath followed along the western edge of the
Taunton River and runs within 100 feet of the Boats Site. After the death of Ousamequin (better
known as Massasoit) and the events that occurred during King Phillip’s War (1675-1677, almost
all of the Wampanoag in this area were wiped out, were sold into slavery, or moved away.
(Nichols: 2012)
The Boats Site is also located within a mile of the location where the Council Oak used to
stand, shown in figure 3. As noted by Lane, this
was the location where treaties and council
meetings occurred during the reign of Metacomet
after his father’s death in 1661. It was within 100
feet of one of the few remaining villages and
farms that were still inhabited by the Wampanoag

Figure 3-image of the Council Oak

before the war. (Lane: 1962)
Taunton began to be settled in the late 1620’s, and was made officially a town in 1639.
From the area located just north of Assonet Neck, the town of Dighton was separated from
Taunton, then Dighton was separated along the Taunton River after the town of Berkeley was
formed in 1799. (Lane 1962) The center location between the towns of Berkeley and Dighton is
a small cove area just north of the location of Dighton Rock, and according to the USGS Assonet
quadrangle, the focus area of this study is where the head of tide of the Taunton River is located.
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During the 19th and early 20th centuries, this area that
surrounded the head of tide for the Taunton River was a hub
for shipbuilding, fishing, cotton mills, and centralized
farming industry. (Lane: 1962) The location of the Boats
Site is on land that was owned by George Washington
Cobb, the owner and maintainer of a large boat storage and
fishing business out of Dighton in the early 1800’s, shown
in figure 4. (Taunton Historical Society Map Library) Cobb Figure 4- an 1811 map showing the location of the
railroad that ran along the Native American footpath

shipped the fish from his business up to Boston on the rail road that was built on the Native
footpath that was mentioned earlier. The Boats Site is named after a ship that had been wrecked
in the water directly adjacent to the site from an unknown storm in the late 19th century. After
Cobb’s death in the 1850’s, the area had one owner before it was split into 5 different parcels,
one of which is now owned by James Dutra, the son of Frank Dutra, who enabled Edward Rose
to dig at the Boats Site for so many years through the 1950’s to the 1960’s. (Rose: 1965)
When Edward Rose was digging at the Boats Site, he was following a large boom in
archaeology. Following the Great Depression, there was a great influx of work programs put
into operation by Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal agencies. One of these was the Works
Progress Administration, which created jobs through many different public works projects.
Some of these projects were to perform archaeological excavations on endangered areas of
cultural importance (History.com: 2015); thus began the foundation of the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society in 1939 by Dr. Maurice Robbins. Societies such as this one and the
Eastern States Archaeological Federation filled the void when the WPA ended, which also
marked the end of governmental and university funding of local archaeology. When the NEPA
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(National Environmental Policy Act) and ARPA (Archaeological Resources Protection Act)
were instated, federal funding was again created for archaeology in the 60’s and 70’s.
With Dr. Robbins, the first State Archaeologist, came many professional and avocational
archaeologists interested in the history of their home. Notable men such as Arthur Staples,
Edmund Delabarre, Roy Athearn, William Fowler, Bill Taylor, and Ted Ballard began to lead the
way for such archaeologists as Dr. Curtiss Hoffman, Dr. Carol Barnes and Dr. Dena Dincauze to
continue the reports on sites in this highly productive area of New England pre-contact
populations. These men and women conducted studies of such sites as Titicut, Grassy Island,
Peters Point, Peace Haven, the Delabarre corn hills, Sweet’s Knoll, Bear Swamp 1 and 2, Bay
Street 1-4, Chase Farm, Barnaby’s Cove, Mothers Brook, and the Toby Site in southeastern
Massachusetts. These are the sites that are within a few miles of the Boats Site. But one of the
most famous sites studied by these people was Wapanucket 6 and 8, one being a large village
and the next being a large ceremonial burial site. (Robbins: 1980)
In the publications Rose wrote on the Boats Site he described how he gained access to the
site from Frank Dutra, who owned the land. Starting in 1948, Rose dug at the site every summer
until around 1967. He excavated three central locations of the Boats Site. The first excavation
yielded five unusual caches from the northern portion of the knoll at a lower elevation. At this
excavation, Rose and his team discovered a total of 21 pits, some being hearths, some refuse pits
,and others burial pits. At the bottom of the burial pits and the hearths, Rose discovered red
ocher along with broken pestles, very large unused broken projectile points, human bone, animal
bone, but not much if any charcoal. (He characterized the hearths by an abundance of fire
burned rock, blackened soil stains, and rocks rimming the hearth.) Rose also discovered 11 post
molds that created a square formation with a black deposit about 10 inches thick at the center and
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petering out closer to the edges close to the post molds. (Rose: 1953) I will discuss
my ideas about this occupational layer later in this section. At this location, Rose
also discovered the definitive Boats Blade, in the same pit where the human
remains were discovered. The Boats Blade is shown in figure 5. (Rose: 1953) He
found occupations from this area of the site to be from the Transitional Archaic

Figure 5- image of the
Boats Blade

(3,700- 2,700 BP) time period into the Early Woodland period (2,700-2,000 BP). (Willey and
Philips: 1958)

Rose’s second excavation yielded much more in the way of artifacts. The findings from
Rose’s second excavation are published in volume 26 of the Bulletin of the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society, “The Boats Site, Excavation no. 2”. In this Bulletin, Rose described the
three zones of occupation that he had classified on the southern portion of the site. He
discovered shell pits along with four stone hearths, all of which he associated with the Late
Archaic period (6,000 BP- 3,700 BP ). (Willey and Philips: 1958) Then he noted several pits
(number not specified) which contained ground stone tools as well five grooved weights at the
bottom. These were also associated with the Late Archaic time period. In one of the final
features from the Late Archaic mentioned by Rose, a rare fish effigy pendant was found at the
base of one glacially laid boulder. This boulder was surrounded by thirty large rocks which were
arranged in three small enclosures, and around those “rooms” were eleven more large rocks laid
out in rows. Neither Rose nor I could find any other stone structures like this in sites close to
this one. There are seven stone sites that are within five miles of the Boats Site and they range
from U-structures, to rock pile sites, to large stone rows. Although these sites are close in
proximity to the Boats Site, the only one with great similarities I can see on the surface is the site
MA 637, that has a stone row and a chamber (This site number is not official but is from Dr.
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Hoffman’s talk, “Prayers in Stone”, 2014). This shows a similarity in the structures of the rows
in association to another small structure.

I will discuss my analysis of this time period later in

this section. Rose also found a few bifurcates as well as some stone bowls which he related to the
Early Archaic and the Woodland periods, respectively. (Rose: 1965)
In the final publication on the Boats Site, which is actually by William Fowler, written in
1968 in the 31st volume of the Bulletin of the Massachusetts Archaeological Society in, “Recent
Boats Site Early Archaic Recoveries”, Fowler details a third excavation that was performed by
Rose. During this time, Fowler often rewrote articles that were written by others in past bulletins
and brought new interpretations to the original findings, but because of new information that he
presents in this article I will still discuss it. Fowler wrote about another excavation that occurred
adjacent to the second excavation which also yielded more bifurcated points as well as Stark
points, and more semi-lunar knives.(Fowler: 1968) This was the final publication for the Boats
Site, as it was published after Rose moved his family out west to California in 1967. With there
being only three publications of this site and with no notes with the collection, my job has been
more difficult.
This leads to the modern day, with collections making their way back to repositories such
as the Robbins Museum of Archaeology. This is where I come into the picture, where I have
helped in the documentation of archaeological material to add to the knowledge of peoples who
lived in a very different manner but on the same soil where we live today. My work with the
collection has added to the educational resources for future students of archaeology as well as the
archives of the Robbins museum where the collection is housed.
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Methodology:
During the summer of 2014, Fred Robinson and I
separated out the material from the collection that had been
actually excavated from the Boats Site from other material Rose
had collected over the years. With the aid from the ATP Grant
Program, I was able to start an initial
classification of the artifacts. The
Figure 6-image of one of the cloth panels
holding artifacts from the Boats Site

portion of the collection that is from

the Boats Site is separated into 3 wooden boxes. Exactly 2863 of the
smaller artifacts, such as projectile points and pendants, are very
skillfully sewn onto 49 different cloth panels that are separated in
chronological order of excavation noted by the number that is on

Figure 7-image of one of the cloth panels
holding artifacts from the Boats Site

each panel. I catalogued each panel by labeling my spreadsheet with their corresponding
numbers. The rest of the collection is separated into three additional boxes which consist of
loose ground stone tools, such as hammerstones, pestles, plummets and sinkers. The last set of
the collection is glued onto large wooden frames; these consist mostly of broken projectile
points, and broken semi-lunar knives. Over the summer, I just counted the artifacts to gain a
rough estimate of the consistency of the collection. I broke the collection down mainly into tool
types, such as projectile point and hammerstone, then classified where these artifacts were on
panels, small boxes, frames, or large boxes.
During the fall, I began a much more detailed classification to calculate much better
statistics on the collection. I broke my spreadsheet down by the numbered boxes and frames,
then by the panels or smaller boxes within the larger boxes. For every cloth panel, I started from
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the bottom right corner, worked my way to the left along a straight line, then moved to the next
line on the right again. Some of the panels were laid out in circles, so I used a similar method,
but instead of running in lines, I moved in larger circles, from the bottom right to the bottom left,
up to the top left then right. The cloths are shown in figures 6 and 7.
I classified these artifacts into tool types again, but this time I recorded both the typology
of the artifact and its lithic type. For example, I would classify a projectile point that has a
narrowing stem with high shoulders as a Rossville possibly made out of gray argillite. I did this
for each artifact using the handbook by Jeff Boudreau, A New England Typology of American
Projectile Points (2008), and A Handbook of Indian Artifacts from Southern New England by
William Fowler and edited by Dr. Curtiss Hoffman (1991). This enabled me to use proper
archival methods but also to create a new spreadsheet so I could organize all of the artifacts of
the collection, first by their lithic type, then by their typology. I broke down specific lithic types
by color and size of phenocrysts (if any). From this I was able to create full accounts of the total
number of every type of tool, where the most lithic types were from originally, what tools were
made out of the specific lithics, and the distribution of typology over time.
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12,000-‐10,000	
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Figure 8-chart of the time periods in the northeast (BP stands for before
present: present is a set date of 1950) (Willey and Philips: 1958)
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Results: Tools Overview
Now for the fun part! Over the summer, I concluded that there were a total of 3,602
artifacts just from the Boats Site in Edward Rose’s collection, and a total of 5,363 artifacts in the
entire collection. From this point onward, I will only be referencing the artifacts from the Boats
Site. A total of 84.8% (3,057) are projectile points; 5.1% (187) are knives; 5.1% (184) are
scrapers; and 1.97% (71) are perforators. The remaining 3.03% (103) is made up of flakes (30),
plummets and sinkers (29), atl-atl weights (8), gouges (7), pestles (6), spokeshaves (4), steatite
bowl fragments (4) celts (3), pendants (3), axes (2), gorgets (2), crystal matrices (2), a hoe, a
hammerstone, and one fossilized imprint. These are the percentages from just the portion of the
collection that is from the Boats Site.
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Figure 9-chart of the total tools from the Boats Site
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The following is the breakdown of lithics as associated with the other tools from the
Boats Site other than the projectile points. And all of the time period justifications are from the
handbook written by William Fowler and revised by Dr. Hoffman. These tools are accepted to
be associated with these time periods due to good Carbon-14 dating from an accumulation of
archaeological sites. The Perforators are first. The types of perforators represented at the Boats
site and the associated lithics of these tools are shown in figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10-chart of the types of Perforators from the Boats Site
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Figure 11-chart of the Perforator lithic types

One Neville drill from the Mid-Late Archaic period was made from red felsite. Eleven
Stark drills from the same time period were made from argillite, gray felsite porphyry and
quartzite. The most frequent type of drills are the Brewerton Eared drills from the Late Archaic
period; they are mostly made of argillite, then from felsites, quartzite and one exotic material of
black chert. There are two Crescent drills from the Late Archaic made of hornfels and Kineo
felsite. The next are T-base drills which are also from the Late Archaic period, 9 of which are
made of basalt, phenocryst filled felsites, and argillite. There are 12 plain drills, which can be
found in many of the pre-Contact time periods, made of basalt, argillite and different felsites.
There are three Meadowood drills that are from the Early Woodland period and are made of
quartzite and argillite. The one Diamond drill is presumed to be from the Early Woodland period,
but that is still speculative. (Fowler; Hoffman: 1991) This drill is made of black felsite porphyry.
There are 10 tapered stem drills that could also possibly be from the Middle Woodland period,
and these are made of mostly argillite, hornfels and different felsites. The graver is not designated
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into a time period. The last drill is a Flake drill which is made of argillite and is found in all
cultural time periods.
The next tool type is scrapers. These tools are not classified to a single time period like
other tools because scraper types are found to be associated with many different time periods at
archaeological sites. The scraper types represented at the boats site and the associated lithics are
shown in figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12-chart of the types of Scrapers from the Boats Site

Figure 13-chart of the Scraper lithic types
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The ten Thumbnail scrapers are mostly made from quartz, argillite and two types of
chert; this suggests that the scrapers were re-used from other tool types. This is because these
tools have bases that would have classified them as other tools if they had not been reutilized.
The 53 End scrapers are mostly made of quartz except for three that are quartzite. These
scrapers are also considered to be from all the time periods. The 55 Side scrapers also are made
mostly of quartz but also a large percentage are made of argillite. This type of scraper is
designated to be from the Early Archaic to the Late Woodland. The 23 Steepedge scrapers are
designated to be from the Early to Late Archaic and are made mostly of varying felsites and
black chert. The 27 Oval scrapers are mostly quartz and some gray felsite porphyry, and are
considered to be from all cultural time periods. The three Choppers are made of felsites and
quartzite, and are considered to be from all cultural time periods. Steatite is known to be soft, so
the tools that are made of steatite were very worn down and smoothed around the edges, but the
scraper and knives that were made of this lithic were fractured along some of their edges.
Next is the Knife portion of the collection. The knife types represented at the Boats site
and the associated lithics are shown in figures 14 and 15.

Figure 14-chart of the types of Knives from the Boats Site
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Figure 15-chart of the Knife lithics types

This tool type is made of many different types of lithics, and like the scrapers, not many
of these types of knives are specific to just one time period. The Stemless knives are found from
all cultural periods. These types of knives found in the Boats collection were made mostly of
felsites and argillite. Most of the knives in this collection classified as stemless knives were made
of a variety of lithics, from quartz, to steatite, to argillite to every single type of felsite that is
listed above. Stem knives are another type that are found in all cultural periods, so the number of
different lithic types that are used for both these types of tools and also for scrapers show that
there is a large range of use for these tools. The Semi-lunar knives found in this collection are
specifically from the Archaic periods and are made of only granodiorite and argillite. The U-base
knives in this collection are specified to be from only the Middle Archaic period; and these
knives in the Boats collection are made from argillite, gray felsite porphyry and hornfels. The
Square Base knives are made mostly of argillite and gray felsite porphyry, except for one that is
made of red shale. These knives are exclusively from the Late Archaic, possibly being preforms
of Brewerton or Vosburg points. The Leaf knives are from the Late Archaic to the Middle
Woodland and are made of basalt, Hingham red felsite, and quartz. The final knife type is the
16

notcher which is from the Late Archaic to the Late Woodland, and in the Boats collection they
are only made of gray felsite.
There are four spokeshaves in the collection and they are made of Attleboro red felsite,
black chert and quartzite. Spokeshaves are tools used to shave down shafts for future use such as
a possible dart. This type of tool is utilized in all cultural periods. Next are the flakes that are
found in the collection, which is where it appears there was collector bias. There are only 29
flakes in the collection, none of which are utilized. They consist of primary, secondary and
tertiary flakes. All of the tertiary flakes are made of quartz, all of the primary flakes are made of
quartzite, and all of the secondary flakes are of Attleboro red felsite. There is one hammerstone
in the collection that is made of granodiorite. There are 6 pestles and all are unbroken. In the
Boats collection, the pestles were made from basalt, granodiorite, and hornfels. Pestlesare stated
to be from the Late Archaic period to the Late Woodland period. There are 8 gouges in the
Boats collection made of granodiorite, Kineo felsite, granite, quartzite, and Attleboro red felsite.
Four of the gouges were plain gouges, and the other four were channeled. These types of gouges
are known to be from the Archaic periods. There is one ¾ grooved ax that is made of
granodiorite from the Archaic time period in the Boats collection; and one full-grooved ax also
made of granodiorite from the Middle to Transitional Archaic periods. There is one triangular
hoe from the Woodland periods that is made of hornfels. There are three celts in the collection,
all made of granodiorite, from the Late Archaic to the Late Woodland periods.
There are 8 Atl-Atl weights in the collection; two broken weights of argillite, three broken
weights of granodiorite were in the Boats collection, one oval also of granodiorite, and one oval
preform also of granodiorite. There is also a preform whale tail weight that was made of
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Mattapan felsite. The oval weights are from the Early to Middle Archaic times and the whale tail
is from the Transitional Archaic times. The broken weights were too broken to classify by type.
In total, there are 29 plummets and sinkers in the Boats collection. There is one net
weight made of Attleboro red felsite, and one clumsy plummet from the Late to Transitional
Archaic time period made of Attleboro red felsite. There are 7 clumsy plummets made of
granodiorite. Twelve grooved weights were made of granodiorite; this tool type is from all
cultural periods except the Paleo-Indian. Three notched weights are made of granodiorite and
are considered to be from the Woodland period. Three grooved weights were made of gray
argillite, one preform of a weight was also made of argillite. There was also one hole stone made
of hornfels and one notched weight made of a muscovite schist rock.
The last four types of tools are considered to be Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) sensitive. Three pendants were found in the collection, one of
biotite, one of granodiorite, one of Kineo felsite. The first two were rounded ovals, and the last
was more of a small triangle. There were two broken gorgets, one of argillite and one of
granodiorite. Next there were two crystal matrixes made of quartz that were smaller than a
silver dollar. The last of these tools were the four steatite bowl fragments, including one base
sherd and three rim sherds. They were each ¾ of an inch thick. There was also another “cute”
item in the collection made of coalstone that has a small fossil imbedded in the top of it.
From my classification this fall, I was able to find the following results about projectile
point types. The percentage of these types with their lithic associations is as follows.
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16

1

2

1

8

1

gneiss
1

red
felsite
porphyry
3

Kineo
felsite
7

shale

steatite

3

1

Stark points: 91
argillite
20
Kineo
felsite
7

Attleboro
red
felsite
1
light
felsite
1

basalt
2

black
felsite
porphyry
8

Mattapan
felsite
3

blue
felsite

gneiss

1

2

phyllite
argillite
1

gray
Hingham
felsite
red
hornfels
porphyry
felsite
17
4
4

Quartz

quartzite

3

14

red felsite
porphyry
2

shale
1

Brewerton Eared Notched Points: 74
argillite
19

Attleboro
red
felsite
3

black
chert
3

black
gray
Hingham
felsite
felsite
red
hornfels
porphyry porphyry
felsite
4
11
3
3

Kineo
felsite

phyllite
argillite

4

2
20

pink quartzite

quartzite

quartz

quartzite

red felsite

1

1

2

12

5

red felsite
porphyry
1

Levanna: 69
Attleboro
black
gray
Hingham
argillite
red
felsite
felsite
red
hornfels
felsite
porphyry porphyry
felsite
22
4
3
11
3
1
saugus
jasper
1

Kineo
felsite

Quartz

quartzite

1

8

14

Kineo
felsite

light
felsite

1

1

steatite
1

Greene: 67
argillite
19

Attleboro
red
felsite
7

Mattapan
felsite
2

black
felsite
porphyry
4

basalt
2

purple
felsite
porphyry
1

gray
Hingham
felsite
red
hornfels
porphyry
felsite
11
6
1

quartz

Quartzite

red felsite
porphyry

shale

Steatite

tan
felsite

4

3

1

2

1

1

Susquehanna Broadspear Points: 61
argillite
6

Attleboro
red
felsite
4

indurated
hornfels
shale
1

1

basalt

black
chert

4

4

Kineo
felsite
4

black
felsite
porphyry
6

Mattapan
Orthoclase
felsite
2

1

brown
chert

felsite

2

1

gray
Hingham
felsite
red
porphyry
felsite
10
6

phyllite
quartzite
argillite
2

5

red
felsite
porphyry
1

shale
1

21

Snappit: 59
arkose
1

black
gray
argillite
felsite
felsite
porphyry porphyry
1
1
2

Kineo
felsite

Mattapan
felsite

quartz

quartzite

4

1

38

11

Orient Fishtail Points: 48
Attleboro
argillite
red
felsite
9
3

black
chert
1

black
felsite
porphyry
7

Felsite
1

gray
Hingham
Mattapan
felsite
red
Hornfels
felsite
porphyry
felsite
14
2
1
1

phyllite argillite

quartz

Quartzite

red felsite porphyry

Shale

1

1

3

2

2

Beekman Triangle Points: 48

argillite
7

Attleboro
black
red
felsite
felsite
porphyry
1
1

felsite
1

gray
Hingham
felsite
red
hornfels
porphyry
felsite
4
1
4

Kineo
felsite

quartz

quartzite

1

21

7

Figure 16-chart of the projectile point types represented more than 30 from the Boats Site
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Figure 17-chart of the projectile point types represented less than 30 times from the Boats Site

Figure 18-chart of the projectile point lithic types
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Figure 19-chart of the breakdown of the felsite types

Figure 20- chart of the breakdown of the chert types

Results: Typology by Time Period
Next is the breakdown of the typology with its associated lithics into each time period.
The breakdown of the number of projectile points from each time periods is shown in figure 21.
I will also be leaving out the Squibnocket stemmed and Squibnocket triangle points from these
breakdowns because they skew the data in such a way that they make statistics hard to analyze.
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These points are also considered to be from many different archaeological time periods, from
Late Archaic onward, but not earlier, so it would not be proper to attempt to put them into one
specific time designation.
453	
  
305	
  

290	
  

284	
  
180	
  

3	
  

15	
  

11	
  

4	
  

0	
  

Figure 21- chart of the number of projectile points from each time period from the Boats Site

First during the Paleo Indian period (12,000-10,000 BP) there are three projectile points
at the Boats Site, the Clovis points and the un-typed outré-pas flaked points. Next the Late Paleo
Indian period which is considered to be from 10,000- 9,000 BP (Willey and Philips: 1958); 18
projectile point types are considered by many to be of the Late Paleo Indian period. The specific
statistics about this period are shown in figures 22 and 23. From this period there are nine
different types of lithics at the Boats Site. Only one of these lithics would be considered exotic
from the location of the Boats Site. (Local lithics are found up to 25 km from the focus of the
site, Regional lithics are found up to 75 km from the focus, and Exotic lithics are found more
than 75 km from the focus of the site; [Barber: 1982]) The lithics from this collection and their
original location can be found at the bottom of this section. The exotic lithic is a type of gray
chert called Onondaga chert which is from the central portion of New York State. The other
lithics can all be found locally. Even though the origin of some of these lithics is north of
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Boston, because of glaciers carrying boulders and rock fragments when they travel south, it must
be assumed that the lithic types from north of the Boats Site are from glacial drift. (Brakken:
1999) I have made this conclusion because when I visited the area around the Boats Site I found
many felsite cobbles and rock fragments at archeological sites that surround the Boats Site.

Figure 22- chart of the projectile point types from the Paleo-Late Paleo from the Boats Site

Figure 23- chart of the lithic types from the Paleo-Late Paleo
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From the Early Archaic period (9,000-8,000 BP) (Willey and Philips: 1958) there are
only 11 projectile points present at the Boats Site. These points are bifurcates that are all
virtually the same size, only varying in the spacing between the base legs. They are all from 58
millimeters long to 60 millimeters in basal width. They do vary in lithic types though; similar to
the Late Paleo period at the Boats Site. Other than the one exotic, all of these lithic types can be
found within 25 km of the Boats Site. The lithic proportions are shown in figure 24.

Figure 24- chart of the lithics from the projectile points from the Early Archaic

The next period to consider is the Middle Archaic (8,000-6,000 BP), but I will be
grouping together some points that have been found into the Late Archaic (6,000-3,700 BP) time
period. (Willey and Philips: 1958) This is because it was not possible to differentiate which time
periods these artifacts are from due to lack of exact provenance in the stratigraphic column.
There are 305 points from this time period. The breakdown of projectile point types and lithics
are shown in figures 25 and 26. Merrimack points dominated this time period, being mostly
made of argillite. Stark points were also greatly utilized, followed by Neville variant points, then
Otter Creeks, and then Neville points. These were all created mainly during the Middle Archaic
period. They are listed in order of intensity. They are listed in descending order of concentration
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at the Boats Site. The people of this time used a lot more argillite as a lithic source than in other
time periods. However, there is also a diversification of lithic types during this period, with
emphasis on argillite, quartzite, gray felsite porphyry, black felsite porphyry and quartz.

Figure 25- chart of the projectile point types from the Middle to Late Archaic from the Boats Site

Figure 26- chart of the lithics from the Middle to Late Archaic

During the next time period, there was a very expansive occupation of the Boats Site for
possibly many years. The description of these projectile point types and lithics are shown I
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figures 27 and 28. The Late Archaic had a large explosion of both lithic types and projectile
point types all over the region. With a total of 453 projectile points, this time period has the
largest number of points associated with an individual time period. The projectile point types are
very typical of the Late Archaic period in New England sites, with Brewerton Points all heavily
represented. There are also Bare Island points, Beekman triangles and Vosburgs represented in
this collection. The two types of points that are left out of the pie charts for the time periods are
Squibnocket Stemmed points and Squibnocket Triangle points. Squibnocket Triangle Points are
shown to have started in the Late Archaic and Squibnocket Stemmed Points are shown to start in
4500, but due to the large evidence for their being used over most time periods after this one, I
have left them out of the charts. (Boudreau: 2008) In contrast to the Middle Archaic period, there
is a greater use of lithic types from regional as well as exotic locations. There are many more
different types of cherts, some from New York and some from Pennsylvania, as well as an
expansion of different types of felsites during this time.

Figure 27- chart of the projectile point types from the Late Archaic from the Boats Site
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Figure 28- chart of the lithics from the Late Archaic

Following this period is the Transitional Archaic time period (3,700-2,700 BP) (Willey
and Philips: 1958) that is characterized by some archaeologists, such as William Fowler, as the
emergence of stone bowl technology as well as a large emergence of ceremonial blades. From
this short time period, there are 290 projectile points at the Boats Site. The projectile point types
and lithics are shown in figures 29 and 30. They range from Atlantic, through Susquehanna
Broadspear, Mansion Inn, Orient Fishtail, Wayland notched and Normanskill points. Most of the
points are proportionally much larger in size compared to points from other time periods
preceding and following the Transitional Archaic. Many of these points from the Boats
collection were unused. I did a use wear analysis on the largest of these artifacts and found that
the Mansion Inn blades that were larger than three inches in height, had no use wear on them.
There are also many broken tips found in this collection that I was unable to classify, but I would
theorize that these tips were from the Transitional Archaic complex due to their large size as well
as the lack of use wear. There is also the evidence of the Boats blades from this time period. The
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Boats blade as pictured in the Discussion section is an oversized diamond shaped projectile point
with small notches in its shoulders that has been unused. This type of point was named for the
Boats Site. These points represented in the Boats collection were all unused and all were made of
very dark basalt. During this time period there was another large expansion of lithic types,
ranging from lithics that are from mostly local sources to some lithics types from Pennsylvania.
Gray felsite porphyry is a heavily used lithic type during this time; it is utilized during this time
period mostly for ceremonial artifacts at the Boats Site.

Figure 29- chart of the projectile point types from the Transitional Archaic from the Boats Site
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Figure 30- chart of the lithics from the Transitional Archaic

The final period that I will be speaking of is the entire Woodland Period. From 2,700 BP
to contact with the Europeans, there is evidence of occupation at the Boats Site. (Willey and
Philips: 1958) In total there are 475 projectile points from this period. Due to the fact that little is
said about the Woodland period by Rose and that there are a relatively small number of artifacts,
I will group together the three Woodland Periods (Early, Middle, and Late) and the Contact
period. The projectile point types and lithics from these time periods are shown in figures 31 and
32. There is a large amount of differentiation of artifact types starting in the Woodland period for
peoples of pre-contact New England. But for the Boats Site, there are only nine different point
types represented at the site for the 2,000 year expanse. According to Dr. Carol Barnes, some
reports say that some Native Americans used bone and bird beaks for projectile points; this could
be the reason for so few projectile point types due to the lack of preservation of bone in New
England soil. (Personal communication 2015) Most of the projectile points from this period are
Rossvilles and Jacks Reef Pentagonals. Also very typical of the Woodland period is that a large
number of the lithic types are local, but there is also evidence of exotic lithics and some few
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regional lithics. The largest representation of lithic types is quartz, argillite, quartzite, gray felsite
porphyry and black felsite porphyry.

Figure 31- chart of the projectile points from the Woodland periods from the Boats Site

Figure 32- chart of the lithics from the Woodland periods
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Lithic
tan felsite
granodiorite
granite
muscovite
biotite
coalstone
saugus jasper
arkose
gray argillite
Attleboro red felsite
basalt
black felsite porphyry
blue felsite
felsite
gneiss
gray felsite porphyry
Hingham red felsite
hornfels
intrusive argillite
Kineo felsite
light felsite
Mattapan felsite
orthoclase
patinated felsite
phyllite argillite
purple felsite porphyry
Quartz
Quartzite
red felsite
red felsite porphyry
Total:

Amount
1
61
1
1
1
1
5
2
654
130
49
136
1
19
6
368
70
94
3
92
7
40
6
1
15
3
1446
249
20
36
3518

	
  

Figure 33- chart of the local lithics types from both glacial drift and found at the Boats Site
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Lithic
steatite
brown chert
indurated shale
pink felsite
pink quartzite
Total:

Amount
12
5
4
2
3
26

Location
Rhode Island
Limerock Rhode Island
Connecticut Valley
Ossippee Mt. New Hampshire
Neshoba Thrust Belt Massachusetts

Figure 34- chart of the regional lithic types and their original localities

Lithic
Shale
black chert
Chert
dark brown chert
gray chert
light brown chert
purple chert
red chert
Total:

Amount
20
24
4
3
3
1
1
2
58

Location
Central New York
North of Albany NY
Central Pennsylvania
Eastern Pennsylvania
Northwest NY
Eastern Pennsylvania
North of Albany NY
Eastern Pennsylvania

Figure 35- chart of the exotic lithic types and their original localities

Discussion:
When I accepted this project, I assumed that there would
only be about one thousand artifacts and that there would be
notes from the excavations. I was wrong on both counts. My
judgements about the collection and connections to other sites
are based on the expansive collection, the three publications
about the Boats Site in the Bulletin of the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society that were described above, and the
records from maps and other publications on sites in the area.
According to both the records from the Massachusetts
Figure 36- image of the known Archaeological
sites surrounding the Boats Site recorded in red
by MAS
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Historical Commission, the records from the Massachusetts Archaeological Societys Library
and Dr. Hoffman’s stone structure study, there is seventy two sites within a five mile radius of
the Boats Site recorded. These sites range from historic sites, to surface find sites, to CRM data
recovery sites such as Titicut. (MHC: personal visit March 31) I will try to make comparisons
among the sites that I have enough information on from site reports to make proper conclusions.
Due to the high percentage of projectile points as compared to other tool types that are
present in the collection, after discussing this with Dr. Hoffman (personal communication 2015),
we came to the conclusion that there was some collector bias during the excavation of the Boats
Site. In our discussion, we talked about how at typical archaeological sites in the Northeast the
projectile point assemblage is usually in the percentile range of 70% and the percentages for
other tool types are much higher. Also during the time of digging and personal methodology of
the excavators, I find it reasonable to say that the excavators did not collect all of the flakes,
hammerstones and other stone tools. Rose also let the excavators who helped him take home
some artifacts that they had found themselves. This is the reason for the missing fish effigy, and
lack of the some 10 hammerstones from the collection that are mentioned in the publications.
Due to this bias during collection and the lack of excavation notes, a lot of my discussion
of the other tools besides the projectile points will be limited. The first tool type that I will
discuss is the perforators. These mostly represent the Late Archaic time period, but there is
evidence of drills and gravers in most of the later time periods. Because of the bias during
collection, the only conclusion that I am going to make about perforators is that all of them were
re-used tools. Most of the drills that are not designated as projectile points (Brewerton eared,
Stark, etc.) had been used for another purpose. The graver, flake drill, and the tapered stem drills
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had all been reshaped from previous tools that had distinct bases that were still discernible. The
points that have been reworked are mostly points from the Late Archaic time period.
The next tool type is scrapers, which are mostly considered to be found in all cultural
time periods. The discernible information from the scraper use is the amount of quartz that is
used for these scrapers. A little over half of this tool type are made out of quartz, which could be
explained by quartz having a smoother scraping edge and being one of the hardest minerals.
When flaking off a tool, it would be very easy to make a scraper (a versatile tool characterized
by its sharp and rough edges) with quartz. These scrapers of quartz would not look nice to the
modern eye, but would have been very useful and easy to make. The knife assemblage from the
Boats collection is very similar in that it is hard to make any usable conclusions from them,
except for the large amount of stem knives. All of these types of knives had been flaked down
from other types of tools to become knives. I say this because all of the stem knives in the
collection have bases that resemble bases of projectile points, but have the ragged edge on one
side that has been so greatly worked. I would identify that as a knife and was then reworked to
become a projectile point so it could be reused. After I had examined them under the microscope
at the Robbins Museum, I discovered due to the striking pattern on the edges that these tools
were not scrapers, but had been used as knives. Also, a lot of the knives were made from
argillite and granodiorite, which shows that the raggedness of the edges created from flaking
these two lithics, creates very useful and sharp knives.
The spokeshaves in the collection are made of a few types of materials but the most
important information about these spokeshaves is again that the four of them had all been
reshaped from other tools, such as the Jacks Reef Pentagonal, to be reused in other ways. Next,
the flakes in the collection do not really say much because of the collector bias; it is almost
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certain that there could have been thousands of flakes present at the site, but only 29 of them
were kept for the collection. The same is true of the single hammerstone that is in the collection;
according to Rose’s writings there were at least ten of these tools at the site, but only one has
been returned to the Robbins. Similarly with the pestles, according to Rose there were many
broken pestles found at the site, either in pits or around the rim of pits, but there are only 6
pestles, all of which are unbroken, in the collection.
The gouges are very similar. They are not mentioned in Rose’s writings so I cannot say
definitely if there were more present at the site or not. The same goes for the axes, hoe and celt.
But the atl-atl weights show that the site was possibly used for a hunting site during the
occupation they were found to be associated to. Plummets and sinkers also seem to be focused
in the Late Archaic and Transitional Archaic periods because of the mention of plummets being
found in association with artifacts from these time periods by Rose. (Rose: 1953; 1965)
Lastly, the NAGRPA sensitive items and the fossil; due to the small number of these
items in the collection, I can say little about their presence at the site. But based upon the
writings of Rose, I can say that the pendants were a part of the cremation burial because he stated
in his second publication on the Boats Site that these pendants were found in the cremation
burial. (Rose: 1965) And the steatite bowl fragments suggest that there was occupation during
the Transitional Archaic period when this type of technology was coming into the Northeast.
(Rose: 1953)
Originally, Edward Rose classified the Boats Site as being occupied from the Early
Archaic to the Middle Woodland period. I would disagree with his judgement because of the
evidence presented above; the presence of Hardaway-Dalton, Eden, Clovis and other outré-pas
flaked points would suggest that this site was occupied for a short time during the Paleo Indian
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period. Due to the presence of such a small number of points and a small variety of lithic types, I
would argue that the occupants of this site were only present at the Boats Site for a hunting camp
or maybe overnight for a river trip. I would say that due to the high elevation of the Boats Site
above the approximate sea level of around 12,000 years ago (about 25 feet higher if the assumed
sea level of the time was around 100 feet out from where it is today), this area would have been a
prime high spot for a hunting camp. (Braun and Braun: 1994) Natives during this time would
have moved a lot to follow the herds of game, and would have been hunter-gatherers.
Because Rose did not think that the site was occupied during the Paleo Indian or LatePaleo Indian periods, there is no mention of these points in his publications, except for a small
drawing of an outré pas flaked point in a later publication by William Fowler. It is possible he
did not recognize these types of tools from this early time period or that he was under the
assumption that these artifacts also belonged to a later time period. It could also be possible that
he didn’t even know occupations could date back this far due to what theories were accepted at
the time of Rose’s writings. In Volume 31 of the Bulletin of the Massachusetts Archaeological
Society, Fowler describes a third excavation carried out by Rose during 1965, an excavation
closer to that of the second excavation higher on the knoll of the Boats Site, in his article Recent
Boats Site Early Archaic Recoveries. During this excavation Rose had found a few bifurcated
points, quartz Stark points as well as semi-lunar knives and a small broken outré pas flaked
point. I found this point in the collection, and it is definitely from an earlier time period than the
Early Archaic.
For the Early Archaic period, Rose mentions the presence of people at the Boats Site. As
mentioned in the results section, there are only a few projectile points associated with this time
period. But Rose does mention hammerstones, semi-lunar knives and many versions of end
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scrapers in his publications (Rose: 1953, 1965) On both ends of the site there is evidence of
bifurcates and other artifacts that Rose considers to be in the “lower zone” which he classified as
the Early Archaic locality. During this time, sea level had not yet stabilized off the coast of
Massachusetts. But due to the evidence of archaeological sites from all cultural periods located
along the Taunton River, I would theorize that the Taunton River was at its current location
during the past 12,000 years. Due to the small number of artifacts found at this site during the
“lower zone” locality as compared to other time periods, this site appears to have been occupied
as part of a seasonal round. These people would have occupied different sites throughout, the
year but would have a more centralized area of travel than during the Late Paleo period about
one thousand years previous.
There are many different sites within a three mile radius of the Boats Site. The sites with
documented Early Archaic occupations used the bifurcated point, which shows the occupation of
this time. From the Boats Site, semi-lunar knives were found in association with bifurcated
points, “corner-removed #8” (or Stark or Neville Variant) points, with plummets, and expanded
drills all associated with this time period. Although some of these artifacts are connected to the
Middle Archaic, their association to the bifurcated points in these pits could connected them to
the Early Archaic time period, so I will talk about them here due to that connection. These
artifacts were also found together with similar lithic types (quartzite, Attleboro red felsite for the
points and granodiorite for the knives and drills) at three other sites close to the Boats Site.
Titicut, Seaver Farm and Peace Haven all have similar patterns of artifacts that are associated
with the Early Archaic. (Rose 1953, 1965; Dodge: 1962; Robbins: 1967; Athearn et al: 1984)
Although Titicut and Peace Haven had the same types of artifacts as the Boats, Seaver Farm had
bifurcates as well as similar projectile points to the other three sites, but it only had a leaf knife
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instead of the semi-lunar knife present in this occupation. These artifacts were found at the
bottom of pits. These other sites are within a 3 mile radius up and down the Taunton River north
and south of the Boats Site. Although there is little evidence to show the occupations at these
sites during this time period, I am speculating that a similar set of peoples would move from
place to place, possibly following the migrating herds during the season changes, or they could
have been fishing in the spring for anadromous fish that would travel upstream. Due to the high
elevation, these people would have had a high vantage point not only for watching the movement
of the larger animals but also for a place to camp after possible fishing.
Diving into the Middle Archaic (8,000- 6,000 BP), there is an obviously larger
occupation at the Boats Site with a much larger number of artifacts at 305, compared to the 11
from the Early Archaic. This could mean a few different things, perhaps the area was occupied
for a longer amount of time just once, or that it was occupied as a camp site on multiple
occasions and was returned to many times. The latter is more likely in accordance with the time
period. Though there are not many very large sites with a large number of artifacts within the
local focus of the Boats Site area, there are sites with higher occupation at other times that show
evidence of occupation during the Middle Archaic. Sweets Knoll and Bear Swamp 1 have
artifacts that are associated with the Middle Archaic, but their assemblages are not great enough
to make a direct comparison to the Boats Site. (Robbins: 1968; Barnes 1972) Both of these sites
show evidence of a few Stark points, but this is not enough to compare to all the different points
from this occupation of the site. And due to the lack of notes of Rose’s excavation I cannot
definitively say where these projectile points were found or what other artifacts they were
associated with at the site. This could possibly mean that the Boats Site could have been more of
a central place for the people occupying this site during this time than the other sites. The other
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sites, Sweets Knoll and Bear Swamp 1, do have evidence of artifacts but the assemblage is not as
large. This could mean that these other sites were only occupied very sparsely during this time
period and the Boats Site was a more central camp site for these people during this time period.
But I can make judgements about the assemblage of projectile points from just this site
and the differentiation of lithic types during this time period. During this period of the Middle
Archaic, the nomadism of peoples was very similar to that of the Early Archaic. But because of
the higher use of lithic types that are local to the area I would theorize that the people who
occupied this area had been returning back to this camping ground year after year. These people
begin to use argillite in great abundance which is the local bedrock, as well as other lithic types
that would be found in ground moraine cobbles from the glacial drift. But these people did bring
in exotic material. There is evidence of black chert and shale for projectile points in this period.
Due to the small number of these lithic types being represented in the collection for this time
period, I would theorize that the people who occupied this land during the Middle Archaic were
occasionally travelling far to follow their yearly round of hunting and gathering following the
seasons. The black chert and dark shale could both be from central New York State, so these
people might have travelled much farther inland for the winter months where the resources were
less scarce for both their herds they were hunting as well as themselves. Then they would return
with the herds out east closer to the coast during the spring and summer months to fish in fishing
runs in the spring. This is when these people would return to their familiar camping site
(possible on a hill above a slight valley) for possibly many years.
The Late Archaic occupation at this site was a much more intense habitation than any
other time period. Rose had discovered not only a large number of ground stone tools at the site
associated with this time period, he also discovered the first appearance of ceremonial uses of the
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Boats Site. As noted above, Rose discovered not only many hearths, but hearths that were
decorated in interesting ways that make this time
period easily comparable to other sites close to this
Figure 37- image of the bird effigy from the Sweets
Knoll site

one; sites such as Sweets Knoll that has a large

number of heaths that had broken pestles around the rim of the pit, which is the same type of
decoration at the Boats Site hearths. There is evidence of hearths that have ground stone tools
placed around the edges of the rims. These tools for two of the hearths were broken pestles, and
the largest of all the hearths was surrounded by grooved weights as well as having five grooved
weights under the hearth feature. These artifacts could have been ceremonial and decorative or
simply old tools from prior occupations. A lot of the Late Archaic
artifacts were from Rose’s second excavation on the southern end
of the site, farther up the knoll. Along the ridge of this knoll

Figure 38- image of the fish effigy from the
Boats Site

parallel to these hearth and pit features, there was one large glacially laid boulder at the base of
which was the small granodiorite fish effigy from this site that is shown in figure 38. This effigy
has some similarities to a bird effigy that is shown in figure 37, from the Sweets Knoll site, at
this site the features have similarities with the style of hearth features from the Boats Site. At the
Sweets Knoll site there is evidence of hearths being lined with broken artifacts as well has
having ground stone tools at the base of some of them. (Robbins: 1955) But bird stones are
associated with the Woodland time periods (Fowler and Hoffman: 1991), so this information is
rather unreliable; I am only mentioning it because of its presence at Sweets Knoll. Both of these
sites have similar assemblages as well as features and a similar time frame of expansion of
occupation. Robbins also did a comparison between the artifact assemblages from the Sweets
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Knoll Site and the Boats Site, from the horizon he called the middle at Sweets Knoll. He found
that “eared points occur in both while large triangles and pottery are absent.” (Robbins: 1955)
During the Late Archaic period, there was a large population growth in New England
(Plymouth Archaeology Project) as well as an increase in variability of tool types; the Natives
would have been using a variety of ground stone tools such as mortars and pestles. They would
still be using atl-atl technology, while soapstone technology had not yet made its way into the
Northeast until the Transitional Archaic period. Around this time, the people who would occupy
this area would gather in large camps on the coast in the fall, and in the winter would move
inland into the woods, and then in the spring would have hunting camps along the rivers, then
into the marshes during the summer. (Braun and Braun: 1994) During this time period the sea
level was also beginning to stabilize, which would explain why there are shell heaps at the Boats
Site as Rose mentioned in his second publication on the Boats Site. (Rose: 1965) Because of the
number of plummets and sinkers Rose associated with this time period in his publications, this
could suggest that this site was occupied during the Late Archaic during the spring; both due to
the evidence of shell heaps, and plummets and sinker tools. Because anadromous fish would be
travelling upstream during the spring to reproduce, this was possibly a good time for natives to
fish. Also because of the odd rock and hearth formations, as well as many utilitarian tools at
this site, I would suggest that this site was used for ceremonies as well as preparation for future
hunting, fishing or even preparing tools for the ceremonies during the Late Archaic period.
The Transitional Archaic time period, although it had a smaller number of projectile
points associated with it, was definitely the most interesting time period for the Boats Site. At
the first excavation of the Boats Site, Rose dug what he discovered to be a human cremation
burial. (Rose: 1953) The pit for the burial was filled with red ocher and a mixture of finely
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grained materials of what he presumed to be quartz, along with many broken pestles, ground
stone tools, large projectile points, large broken projectile points, a dark accumulation of soil
(Rose details this as the cremation), and some human bone fragments. None of these bone
fragments were returned with the collection. Around this pit there were other pits filled with
similar assemblages, except there was a lack of human bone fragments, as well as the dark mass,
in all of the other pits. It is possible that these pits are from funeral offerings. According to Dr.
Barnes, in some cultures when important people die, various people and groups will being
offerings in honor of the individual, and the burning could be the mechanism of sending these
items to the next world. (Personal communication: 2015) If each group or individual burned
their offerings, this pattern would be created.
Rose did find that there was fragmented animal bone in some of the other pits but not the
dark mass. But what was lacking in these ceremonial pits was charcoal, or he did not report it in
his few articles and none came back with the collection. So it can be theorized that the actual
cremation occurred in one of the surrounding hearths then the remains were moved into each of
the different pits. From this excavation he also discovered other features such as hearths and
refuse pits that were mixed among the other ceremonial features.
This type of assemblage of features can be associated with other sites in the surrounding
area but only based on the layout of the pits, not the actual burial. Although Titicut, Seaver Farm,
and Bear Swamp all had burials, none of these locations had exclusively cremation burials. In
Titicut and Seaver Farm’s case, the burials that are not cremation are all Contact period burials.
Also the Peace Haven C14 date is a bit earlier. But the red ocher and quartz ground mass is
similar types of deposit to that of the pit features at the Peace Haven site just two miles south
down the river from the Boats Site. Rose does not go into as much explanation as Athearn et al.
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does about the pit features; there is a possibility that these two sites could have been occupied by
similar peoples throughout this time period. Dr. Carol Barnes had theorized that sites such as
Peace Haven, with many different foci of occupation, had been occupied at different times
during the year, moving in accordance to the weather. (Personal communication: 2015; Barnes:
1972) With more evidence from Rose’s excavation I would be able to make a theory about the
movement upstream, not only to a higher elevation but also to a location where the head of tide
of the Taunton River is located for ceremonies, then back down the river for better access to
different resources throughout the year. But because of the lack of notes from Rose, this is all
speculation.
The last time period I will be speaking of is four time periods rolled into one. The three
Woodland Periods and the Contact Period will be talked about at once. From the Boats Site there
is a large amount of lithic types from the local area, but there is also evidence of lithics from
non-local sources. Because the Woodland period starts around 2,700 BP, the population of North
America had grown large enough for trade routes to start developing. However these trade routes
would probably have developed more into the Middle and Late Woodland because for unknown
reasons during the Early Woodland there was a heavy decline in population. (Braun and Braun:
1994)
From the Boats Site collection there is evidence of both exotic materials and sedentism
during this period. The amount of exotic materials does not increase but the fact that these
materials exist in the collection and are used for artifacts connected to this time period would
suggest one of two outcomes. First, these people could be travelling all the way to Pennsylvania
to gain their materials, which is unlikely because they would have no need to in terms of
resources. This is because people who occupied this area during this time would have adapted to
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their environment and would be self-sustaining enough that they would not need to travel all the
way to Pennsylvania following their food source, which is a reason the earlier peoples would
travel so far. (Braun and Braun: 1994) This suggests that the second reason would be more
likely. This is that there were trade routes that connected peoples across great distances by their
possessions. So because the people of this time would have stayed in one area for a much
longer period of time and would possibly live close to their birthplace their whole lives, this
suggests that there was more trade during this time. Closer to time of contact with the Europeans
there was a mysterious plague that ransacked the Native population, these trade routes could
possibly have been the plagues mode of transportation.
Rose also discovered that there were eleven post molds that were associated with the
Middle Woodland period. Rose associated these molds with this time period because of the
artifact assemblage that was found, such as a corn planter and side notched weights that were
found in association to the corn planter, but the corn planter does not appear in the collection.
(Rose: 1965) Also these molds were found all at the same depth of 8-10 inches deep which was
stratigraphically above where the other artifacts from older ages were found. (Rose: 1953) He
found that there was no hearth feature within these molds but he did find that they were in a
square shape unlike the now known typical wigwam which is circular. If I had access to soil
samples from this feature, I would possibly be able to theorize about the use of this structure; if it
could have been a rack for drying and smoking fish; or a display place for offerings used in
ceremonies; or a booth location to display tradable items. But without more data, the use of this
structure is impossible to discern.
Rose did theorize that this shape was slightly larger than the typical size of a wigwam of
the time period. Rose describes how this wigwam was rectangular, which contrasts with the
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wigwams that were found at the Fort Hill site, written by William Taylor. (Taylor: 1976) At Fort
Hill, there were many post molds found in circular formats that were concluded to be wigwams;
these wigwams were on the outside of what was interpreted to be a fort, which was a rectangular
shape. I would make a comparison between the two rectangular shapes of the enclosures from
Fort Hill and from the Boats Site, but the fort from the Fort Hill site is double the length and
width of the enclosure found at the Boats Site. The fort was over 40 feet long and over 30 feet in
width (Taylor: 1976); so a theory that the “wigwam” from the Boats Site could have a
connection to the Fort Hill site is very hard to make.
Rose also found that there was no hearth feature within the limits of the “wigwam”, but
that there was an odd occupational layer that was thickest at the center of the “wigwam” at 14
inches, then tapered at the edges to about 2 inches. (Rose: 1953) As I have found from Helen
Lane’s A History of Dighton, there were diaries written by some pilgrims who travelled inland to
the Wampanoag villages that were still standing and documented that they needed to step down
into their homes. These documentations would suggest that if the wigwams were set into the
ground by around 12 to 24 inches, then it is possible that this occupational layer is from the
structure being set into the ground in such a way that the use of the area closest to the walls was
much less than that of the center. The people who occupied the Boats Site at this time would
have been more sedentary than in previous periods, possibly only moving a few miles from camp
to camp depending on resources. Due to the shell heaps that were also associated with this time
period from the Boats Site, there is a large possibility that the site was occupied during the spring
months as a fishing camp.
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Conclusion:
The Boats Site is very clearly a multi-component site. Although Rose only excavated 3%
of the total area of the Boats Site, there is still a lot to be learned from his published work and the
collection. First, I would theorize that during the Late Paleo Indian period there were possibly
one or two habitations of the Boats Site specifically for camping use, on high ground. In the
Early Archaic times, the site was used possibly a few more times than in the Paleo-Indian period.
This could have been a time when during the spring, the people were moving out closer to the
coast. During the Middle Archaic times, it is probable that the people who were occupying the
Boats Site were coming back year after year to the same area for camping close to the river side
for both fishing and seasonal hunting. The Late Archaic time was the first emergence of
ceremonial use of the Boats Site. During this time period people would have been moving
upstream during the spring months to utilize the location of the Boats Site for anadromous
fishing. The Transitional Archaic saw more ceremonies with the extensive use of ceremonial
artifacts and burials. In the Woodland period, this site was possibly just used for a fishing camp
site for individuals to come and use when fishing, then return back to a larger camp to share their
foods. This larger camp could possibly have been Titicut, which was occupied during the Late
Woodland periods, or maybe even farther away like Wapanucket. (Robbins: 1967; 1980) Or it
may be that the village that was centered around the Council Oak was located there for a much
longer expanse of time, and these people were just moving from one hunting wigwam back to
their main village.
After contact with the Europeans, the use of the Boats Site diminished, probably as a
result of the dying off of the individuals due to European diseases, who would have been
commonly using this area. In 1639, this area became a part of the town of Taunton and then
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became a part of the town of Dighton. Most recently, the land was excavated by Edward Rose,
but since his move to California, the land has lain dormant for the past 50 years.
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